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ABSTRACT 

The pion-nucleon diSpersion relations, based on the principle of 

microscopic causality, permit'the calculation of the real parts of the forward 
.' 

. - + ' amplitudes for '11' -p and '11' -p scattering at a fixed energy, if the corresponding 

total cross sections are known as a function of energy. Assuming charge 

independence to hold, several authors have 'calculated in addition, the 

forward differential cross section~ dace(O)/do.. for charge exchange 

('11' - + P - 1fo + n). Experimental values for the latter, therefore, can help 

to determine the validity;,of the 'principle of ~icroscopic: causality. 

The paper describes a low-statistics measurement of dace(O)/dO 

ati.03 BeVlc in the 7Z-inch hydrogen bubble chamber. The '11'- beam comes 

from the Bevatron, and the secondary neutrons are detected when subsequent . 
elastic scatters 'n + p - n + p yield visible stopping protons. The real events 

• .:; I • 

were separated from ~e.,spurious by a Boolean Algebraic method that reduced 

the set of all events to·a sum of a small number of physically significant 

seta. The residual background· fraction was estimated at 10% by a computer 

simulation technique using the known beam distribution and a pure sample of 

background events. The bubble chamber, so used, detects about 5% of the 

secondary neutrons emitted in the charge-exchange reaction. 
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,'There were 12 experimental events in three intervals lying in the 

" ran~e 0.84 ~ cos eCe, m. '~ O. 96. A zer~-constraint. least-squares fit of the " 
" " 11'; " . 

distribution yielded the estimateda C 0.(O)/dO = (3.65~ t.93)mb/sr. This 

result is consistent with the predictions .based on the dispersion relations." 
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From the dispersion relations 1 for pion-nucleon scattering. the 

optical theorem. and charge .independence. a prediction emerges about the 
, ce 

forward differential cross section (dO' E (O)/dO) for .elastic charge-exchange 

scattering (1T' - + P - 11'0 + n) at a fixed energy E. This prediction states that 

dO' ~e(O)/ dO can be calculated if 
~ . . ~ 

0' eE'). the total cross sectio'ns for 11' -p 

scattering" are known for all energies E'. The calculation has been performed 
Z . . ' . 

by several authorso and the comparison of their predictions with experimental 

results provides a test of the joint validity of the principles of microscopic 

causality and charge independence. This paper describes a low statistics 

measurement of dUce(O)/em at 900 MeV performed in the 7Z-inch Berkeley 

HZ bubble chamber. 

The reaction 11'- + p:-- 11'0 + n can be studied by detecting the 11'0 

. . ' 3 
(as in spark chambers or heavy-liquid bubble chambers ) or. as we do. by 

4 . 
detecting the neutron. The efficiency of our method for detecting neutrons 

depends on the high n-p scattering cross section for slow ne'utronsand the 

reasonably high fraction of. such scatterings that lead to visible stopping 

protons. 

Figure t shows a 11'- beam particle (produced originally.in the 

Bevatron) that has undergone charge exchange (at point Pl. The neutron 

scattered subsequently at point R. while one 'of the ~ rays resulting from the 

11'0 decay converted (at point C) to an electron pair. The pr~ton track starting 

at point 5 is spurious (that is. it is not associated with the track). but the full 

computer analysis is needed to deduce this. Since both proton recoils. Rand 

S, stop inside the chamber, we can determine their momenta accurately and 

thereby deduce all the important kinematic quantities for the particles taking 

part in the reaction. Pictures of events like the one in Fig. 1 pass through 

the standard hydrogen bubble chamber analysis sequence described by 

Rosenfeld and Humphrey. 5 
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The central problem of the analysis is the extraction. as efficiently 

as possible, of the valid event~ of the sample,' contaminated by as small as 

possible an ad~ixture of background. 'Further, this extraction 'must be based 

on experimental quantities that are reliably known" 

We rely on measurements of short proton tracks, which measure-

ments 'become less and less reliable as the tracks become shorter and less 

favorably situated. Further, the population of stray proton tracks. resulting' 

mostly from collisions of protons with neutrons produced directly in the 

Bevatron, becomes denser as the t~acks become shorter.' To deal with these 

weaknesses, we restrict ourselves to a sample of eve,nts that does not exhibit 

them. The restrictions necessary to achieve reliability and reduced background 

are given in the next paragraph. The result is a system that detects approxi

mately 4 to 10% of neutrons in events in which the 'l!'0 was emitted forward in 

the center-of-mass system (c. m.). and includes no more than an estimated 

6 
100/0 background. The restrictions adopted are given below. 

1. The projected length of the proton track on the plane of the film must 

exceed 0.7 cm. and the magnitude of the dip of the proton track relative to 

the same plane may not exceed 60 deg. irrespective of length., 

2. The square of the calculated missing mass must not differ from its 

ideal value. mZ('I!'0), by more than 1..65 times its own error. This error, too, 

I 2 2 ' 2 may not exceed 5000 (MeV c ,> (an approximate error of 16.0 MeV/c in the 

missing mass itself. ) .. ' 

3. The measured curvature of the supposed proton track must be positive. 

A measured event that originated from an acceptable beam track, 

in a frame whose good quality is certified by two scanners and that contains 

25 or fewer beam tracks, is accepted as valid if it satisfies the three criteria 

(i ; through 3) above. 
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Our experiment yielded 12 acceptable events in the region 
.' . '7 ' 

0.84 ~ cosB hro) ~ .0.96 from (1.09:1: 0.03)X10, cm of beam track c. m. , -

(2. 55:!: .o • .07 !Job/event). Of these 12 events, .0.51:1: .0.26 are expected to be 

background. ,'rhis is a Monte Carlo estimate based on the assumption that the, 

• background is composed entirely of stray protons caused by the elastic ... 

scattering of primary neutrons formed in the Beva~ron target. The calculation 

of this estimate starts with a sample of proton tracks known to be background. 

Each of these failed to fit the basic, hypothesis relative to the nearby beam 

track apparently associated with it." Leaving the recoil track unchanged. we 

translate the beam track by a transverse distance. chosen Monte Carlo 

fashion according, to the known beam distribution. This generates a new 

event from a spurious recoil. The fraction of such randomly generated events 

satisfying our acceptance criteria was our estimate of the background fraction. 

We verify the sufficiency of our criteria by performing a Boolean 

Algebraic analysis of the behavior of the experimental sample, relative to the, 
. 

given criteria. This analysis is discussed in detail immediately following 

in the companion paper. That discussion concludes that the experimental 

distribution separates real from background with one possible exception. 

Events occur that are valid in every respect save that they, have large error.s 
, 

in their calculated missing masses. Acceptance of such events (there are 

four) would permit the possiple contamination of O\1r samp,le by events that. 

are poorly constrained, and ther\,fore appear valid when they may not be. 

We discard these events and correct the remaining sample (12 events) for 

the bias thus introduced (see Table I). No valid events having the missing 

rna,Ss of a known particle other thaJ;1'the ,,0 were found. 

In the' original search of the film for interesting events, scanners 
7 ' 

note any "zero-prong" formations (a beam track ending suddenly inside the 

chamber), including those in which associated prod\1ctions have apparently 
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taken place. as evidenced by a nearby decay pattern. In the neighborhood of 

such zero prongs, scanner.8 seek recoil-proton tracks longe:: than 0.1 in. in 
(' 

the two best stereo views,'projected on the scanning table •. This corresponds 

to a spatial projection of about 0.38 cm, which compares with our insistence 

on 0.7 cm a's the minimum projection for an acceptable event. No actual 

events acceptable to our\other criteria, howe,ver, were rejected by adopting 
. \ ' 

", 

the 0.7 -cm requirement. The correction for all events thus lost is made by 

the computer program HOUND. 8 

The film (13 rolls were accepted out of some few dozen sampled 

~I 

extensively) was scanned independently by two scanners who, when working well. 

scanned 40 frames/hour at an average efficiency of 0.76:1: 0.01. Were the 

minimum-length cutoff to be raised, both rate and efficiency could be expected 

to rise rapidly. On a high-statistics experiment this course would be indicated 

and Justified by the low yield of reliable valid events of short projection that 

were found with less restrictive criteria. No event was considered whose 

neutron path lay obviously within a 60-degree cone about the beam track: 

Such neutrons would have relatively high momentum transferred to them and 

could not, therefore. be associated ~th ",0, semitted in a forward direction. 

This restriction accelerated the scann,ing and explains the narrow, near .. 

forward spectrum of our ",0 I s. 

The distribution, with aPi>ropriate corrections. is tabulated in 

T bl I Fi ce I. a . e. gure 2 shows a plot o! the angular distribution dO' (cose)/dO 

~ith the best least-squares fit to the curve 

ce .. Z 
dO' (cos e)/da = bO + b i (cosB-i) + bZ{cose.i) where 

(bO' b t , b 2) :: (3.65:1: 1.93. 60.5:1: 38.0, 265:1: 181) mb/sr. 

The indicated value, (3.7:1: t.9) mb/ sr, for the forward differential" 

cross section compares with an approximate range of 2-1/2 to 3-3/4 mb/sr 

:for the predictions calculated at 900 MeV from the dispersion relations. 2 
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The more recent calculations are closer to the higher figure. No disagree-

ment is indicated. 

More interestingly, the dispersion relation predicts a rapid fall of 

dcrce(O)/dO with increase in energy in this region. l'he heavy-liquid bubble 

chamber measurement performed at Barvard3 at 960 MeV ga.ve the result 

(t. 34:t: 0.39) mb/ er, which is consistent with this prediction. 

The authors would like to thank Professor Luis W. Alvarez, the 

leader of the group in which the research describ~d was performed. The 

project was a part of the Associated Production Experiment and we wish to 

thank the members of that group for their cooperation and particularly its 

leader, Professor Frank S. Crawford, Jr." for his helpful discussions and 

criticism. 
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Table I. Distribution of experimental events with successive corrections. 

N'" :: 

N'" = 

to the missing-mass-deviation criterion. 
. ~ 

Nil corrected for geometric. visibility, and escape probabilities. 
. ~ . . ~ ~ 

Estimated number of actual events, detect~d and undetected, 

that occurred in our experiment in'the given histogram interval • 

• 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
. . . 

Fig. 1. Reproduction of a photograph of an experimental event showing 

zero-prong. recoil, and associated conversion pair. 

Fig. 2. Differential cross section for reaction (TI'- + P - '11'0 + n) showing 

uncertainty in extrapolated forward value under least-squares fit. 
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